
Applicant for
Approval

Object Format Medium
Permission
Request

Conditions
Obligation to
notify JPS Remarks

1 Author Whole body of the
article or part(s) thereof
such as (but not limited
to) figures and tables

Publisher's version
(PDF)

Web server under author's
own personal control

 Not
 required

 A, B, C  No "Web server under personal
control" means a web server
on which the author is
authorized to upload and/or
delete files related the whole
contents of any loaded article
without the consent of any
third party.

2 （as above） （as above） （as above） Transmission by email to
research colleagues

 Not
 required

 D  No

3 （as above） （as above） Publisher's version
(PDF and/or
Printed)

Research report （not to be
distributed to the general
public）

 Not
 required

 A  No

4 （as above） Figures and tables of
the article

Unmodified Any kind of papers  Not
 required

 A  No

5 Author or employer
of the author(s)

Whole body of author's
(or employee's) article,
or part(s) thereof, such
as （but not limited to）
figures and tables

Publisher's version
(PDF)

Web server of the employer  Not
 required

 A, B, E  No The "Web server of the
employer" means a web
server under the control of
the employer, on which the
author is not authorized to
directly upload and/or delete
files, except for part(s)
thereof.  Permission is
required in the case of for-
profit advertisements.

6 （as above） （as above） Publisher's version
(Printed)

Collection of papers, a
bulletin or book composed
solely of papers by
employees. To be used
internally or for publicity,
to be distributed gratis.

 Not
 required

 A  No Permission is required to
distribute the material at
charge to parties outside the
organization of the employer.

7 Third party (person
or organization
excluding the
author(s) or
employers of the
author(s))

Published article, or
figures and tables of the
published article

Publisher's version
(PDF and/or
Printed)

Books, papers, a collection
of papers in print and/or
electronic form

 Required  A, B, E  Yes （URL
 should be
 notified in
 case of
 electronic
 form）

May charge a fee when
considered to be for-profit.

8 Publisher of
secondary
information

Bibliographical and
related information

 Required Terms （e.g., fee） to be
negotiated.

Conditions

     Terms of reproducing or reusing articles published in Progress of Theoretical Physics (PTP)

A.   In any format （printed or electronic）, no modification allowed, including to copyright marks.  Complete reference should be given when partially

B.   To be linked to the PTP web page of the relevant article when in electronic format.

Remarks

4.   Please make enquiries about these terms or applications for permission to the PTEP Publication Office:  ptep@jps.or.jp

D.   Only one-to-one transmission to a single recipient at a time.  Simultaneous transmission to multiple recipients, including mailing list(s), is disallowed.

E.   Consent of all authors is required.

3.   These terms shall apply to any articles used after January 1, 2013.

1.   A research project  (or project team) composed of members from multiple organizations is regarded as an employer.

2.   Any article which is approved for reproduction/reuse shall be used in deference to copyrights belonging to the (co-)author(s) and JPS.

                (Effective December 2005　and Revised in October 2008 and January 2013)

C.   Consent of co-author(s) is required.

     quoted.


